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EDENIQ ADDS CORN OIL EXTRACTION TO ITS PORTFOLIO OF YIELD
AND PROFIT ENHANCING SERVICES
EdeniQ concludes an exclusive license for Primafuel’s oil extraction technology

Visalia, CA— June 8, 2010 — EdeniQ, a California‐based clean technology company
serving the global biofuels industry, announced today that it has concluded an
agreement to exclusively license Primafuel’s state‐of‐the‐art corn oil extraction
technologies and purchase its associated assets.
“Adding Primafuel’s corn oil extraction process to EdeniQ’s list of services gives us
yet another way to help corn ethanol producers bolster their financial and
environmental performance,” explained EdeniQ VP of Sales Larry Peckous. Used as a
supplement to animal feed and as a feedstock for biodiesel, corn oil has gained favor
as a valuable ethanol co‐product. Peckous said that EdeniQ will immediately start
marketing the Primafuel’s technology to ethanol producers under the brand name
Oil Plus™ because the technology not only produces more oil than competing
technologies, but also synergistically integrates with EdeniQ‘s other yield enhancing
technologies.
Richard “Root” Woods, the former CEO of Primafuel, has joined EdeniQ as VP of
Market Development. “EdeniQ and Primafuel share a vision that today’s corn
ethanol producers will soon be multi‐feedstock, multi‐product bio‐refiners,” said
Woods. “I am pleased that the unparalleled oil extraction process Primafuel
developed will be rapidly commercialized by EdeniQ.” Woods explained that Oil
Plus can be cost‐effectively added to current oil extraction operations to
significantly boost yields, or can be implemented in plants that have not yet added
oil extraction to their operations.
About EdeniQ
EdeniQ develops and delivers proprietary solutions that help bio‐refiners
worldwide reduce operating costs, increase profits, and improve environmental
results. EdeniQ’s first suite of yield‐enhancing technologies, Corn3 and Eden3,
substantially boost ethanol yields from corn and sugarcane. EdeniQ’s Oil Plus
technology lets corn ethanol producers cost‐effectively tap the lucrative corn oil
market. Soon EdeniQ will enable biofuels producers to economically convert a wide
range of renewable, non‐food biomasses into clean, affordable fuels and bio‐
chemicals. EdeniQ is Changing Energy™. Learn more at: www.EdeniQ.com

About Primafuel
Primafuel has developed novel technologies that improve the economic and
environmental sustainability of biofuels by converting existing facilities into high‐
efficiency, multi‐product bio‐refineries. Primafuel is a World Economic Forum
technology pioneer, and commercializes its innovative solutions through strategic
partnerships globally. Primafuel is Leading the Way to Zero‐Carbon Fuels™. Learn
more at: www.primafuel.com

